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1. INTRODUCTION 
7~ is assumed to be a finite projective plane having order n. Let k be a 
positive integer. A k-arc in 7~ is a set of k points in rr such that no three 
are collinear. An (n + I)-arc in rr is called an oual. We shall call a set 
containing only a point and one line through that point aflag. 
A k-gobo, R = (‘$, e), in rr is the union of a k-arc P and the dual 2 of 
a k-arc such that every point in P lies on exactly one line in 5.2 and every 
line in L! lies on exactly one point in ‘@. Thus, a k-gobo is a generalization 
of the self-dual configuration of an oval together with its tangents in a 
projective plane of odd order. The dual of a k-gobo is a k-gobo. R is the 
union of k flags. A 1-gobo is a flag. [In The Random House Dictionary oJ 
the EngZish Language (1967), one of the definitions of “flag” is “a small 
gobo.“] 
A k-arc or a k-gobo is said to be complete if it is not contained in a 
(k + I)-arc or a (k + l)-gobo, respectively. If R = (@,!2) is a k-gobo 
and ‘$3 is complete, then A is complete. There exists examples where 
K1 = (!& , 2,) is a complete k,-gobo and 52, = (!J.32 , 2,) is a complete 
k,-gobo such that 5J32 is properly contained in ‘$ . 
A k-arc $3 can be flagged if there exists an 2 such that (‘$3,2) is a 
k-gobo. We shall see that some complete arcs cannot be flagged, while 
some complete arcs can be flagged in more than one way. 
We can state our main result as follows. The arc of every n-gobo in a 
projective plane of odd order n is contained in an oval and such an n-gobo 
is not complete. Thus, although there exist examples of complete n-arcs 
in projective planes of odd order n, these arcs can not be flagged. 
If ‘$3 is a k-arc and p is a point in Z-, it is not customary to distinguish 
between “p in ‘$” and “p on ‘$3.” Now let A = (‘p, 2) be a k-gobo. Point 
p (line L) of 7r is in 53 ifp is in ‘$3 (L is in 2). Point p is on 53 if p is on a line 
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in !$; line L is on 3 if L passes through a point in ‘5j.3. A point or line is of 
53 if it is not on St. 
Let !$3 be a k-arc in VT. A line of r intersects ‘!I3 in at most two points. A 
line is called an internal line (or more commonly a secant), an external line 
(or more commonly a tangent), or an exterior line of !J3 if it intersects !j3 
in exactly 2, 1, or 0 points, respectively. An interior point of ‘$ is a point 
off $3 on at most one tangent of p, while an exterior point of 5j3 is a point 
off ‘?@ on at least two tangents of ‘$3. Dually, if I! is the dual of a k-arc, a 
point of X- is called an externalpoint, an internal point, or an interior point 
of 9 if it lies on exactly 2, 1, or 0 lines in 9, respectively. An exterior line 
of f? is a line off 53 through at most one internal point of 53, while an in- 
terior Zinc of L! is a line off 2 through at least two internal points of 2. 
In general, we define a gobo in any incidence structure to be a (perhaps 
degenerate) tactical configuration $3 having the property that no three 
points in 53 are collinear and no three lines in 52 are concurrent. We shall 
consider only the k-gobos defined above. 
2. k-GoBos 
Let 52 = (‘lp, !iZ) be a k-gobo. The number of secants of ‘$ is equal to the 
number of external points of 2 and equals $k(k - 1). The number of 
tangents of !@ is equal to the number of internal points of 53 and equals 
k(n - k + 2). Note that the points off R are exactly the interior points of 
B and that the lines off R are exactly the exterior lines of $3. There are 
0 ( n+2-k “2-t 2 1 
points off R and the same number of lines off 5% The number of points on 
53 is equal to the number of lines on R and equals &k(2n - k + 3). 
THEOREM 1. A projective plane of odd order n contains an (n + I)-gobo 
if and only if it contains an oval. A projective plane of even order n does not 
contain an (n + 1)-gobo. 
Proof. If (‘$, 9) is an (n + I)-gobo, then ‘$3 is an oval by definition. 
When n is odd, an oval is contained in a unique (n + l)-gobo, formed by 
taking (! to be the set of tangents to the oval, since any exterior point of an 
oval lies on exactly two tangents of the oval. When n is given, an oval 
cannot be flagged since the n + 1 tangents of the oval are concurrent. 
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COROLLARY. Let f# be a k-arc in a projective pIane of odd order. If !$I 
is contained in an oval, then !@ can be$agged. 
Proof. Let L be the set of tangents of the oval which pass through a 
point of ‘$3. (p, f!) is a k-gobo. 
THEOREM 2. Let !JJ be a k-arc in a projective plane of odd order n. If 
‘$3 has more than +(n $ 3) points in common with an oval, then $3 can be 
flagged. If ‘$ has more than $(n -/- I) points in ~ornrno~ with an oval and 
k > (3/4)(n + 3), then ~ can be flagged. 
Proof. By Theorem 16 of [l], the hypotheses ensure that ‘p is con- 
tained in the oval. The result follows from the Corollary above. 
THEOREM 3. Let ‘!@ be a k-arc in a projective plane of even order n. rf 
$I has more than +(n f 2) points in common with an (n + 2)-arc and 
k > (2/3)(n + Z), then ‘@ cannot be$agged. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, we may assume k -=c n + 1. By Theorem 20 
of [1], if P has more than #r + 2) points in common with an (n + 2)- 
arc !j3’, then @’ contains !jJ. Let G be the set of t = n + 2 - k points in 
‘Q’ but not in !$J. No two points in 6 he on the same tangent of ‘$. Now 
in order to flag ‘$, we must take one of the t tangents of ‘p through each 
of the k points in ‘p, while we may take at most two of the k tangents of 9 
through each of the t points in 6. If k > 2t, then this is impossible. 
A 2-arc in a plane of order 2 can be flagged in four distinct ways, and 
each of these 2-gobos is complete. Also, a Care in a plane of order 4 can 
be flagged in six distinct ways, and each of these 4-gobos is complete. 
THEOREM 4. An n-arc contained in an oval in a projectiue plane of order 
n > 4 cannot be Jagged in more than one way. 
Proof. We may assume n is odd, for by Theorem 3 an n-arc contained 
in an oval in a plane of even order R > 4 cannot be flagged at all. Let !J.J 
be an n-arc contained in oval D. Let 4 be the (unique) point in D that is 
not in $3. Let pp denote the tangent of Q through a point p in ‘p. Then 
each point p in ‘!J3 lies on two tangents of !J?, namely, pp and pq. We are 
trying to find ii! such that (‘$J, 2) is an n-gobo. f? must be a subset of the 
set of tangents of ‘$ and contains at most two lines through 4. Suppose f! 
contains exactly one of the lines through q, say sq with s in $3. Then each 
of the t(n - 1) exterior points of 0 on sg lies on three lines in 2. This is 
impossible. So suppose I! contains two lines through q, say sq and tq with 
s and t in ‘$. Let tt intersect sq in r. Then, provided +(n - 1) - 1 3 1, we 
still have an exterior point of D on sq other than r. Such a point fies on 
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three lines of B. Again, this is impossible. Thus, with n >, 5, B is uniquely 
determined to be all lines pp for p in ?J. 
Next we shall show that a complete n-arc in a plane of odd order 
cannot be flagged. In proving this, we shall need to further distinguish the 
exterior points of a k-arc. Let (‘@, .Q) be a k-gobo. A point on exactly two 
(k even) or exactly three (k odd) tangents of !IY% is called an ordinary 
exterior point of p. Note that every external point of L! is an exterior 
point of ‘p. 
THEOREM 5. The arc of every n-gobo in a projective plane of odd order 
n is con~a~~~~ in an oval. 
Proof. Let (‘?f3,e) be an n-gobo. Suppose L is a line in 2 and, hence, is 
a tangent of 13. Then L contains two internal points of 2 and n - 1 
external points of 2. Since each of these external points of f? lies on two 
lines of L! and since k = n is odd, each external point of 2 must lie on at 
least three tangents of P. Also, since there are exactly 2(n - 1) tangents 
of $3 which intersect L, off ‘$, each of the external points of !i! lies on no 
more than three tangents of ‘p. Thus every external point of &? is an or- 
dinary exterior point of p. Therefore, ‘+$ has at least &(n - I) ordinary 
exterior points. By Theorem 32 of [l], this is a sufficient condition for ‘$ 
to be contained in an oval, provided n > 3. The case for n = 3 is trivial. 
THEOREM 6. There does not exist a complete n-gobo in a projective 
plane of odd order n. 
Proof. Let (9, 2) be an n-gobo. By Theorem 5, ‘$3 is contained in 
some oval 0. Since n is odd, (D, 2) is an (n + I)-gobo where 5 is the set 
of tangents of Q. ‘!$3 can be flagged by inheriting its flags from (D, S). By 
Theorem 4, provided n > 3, this is the only way ‘$3 can be flagged. So 
(‘$, 2) is necessarily contained in (Q 2) when n > 3. For the case il = 3, 
direct computation will show that, although a 3-arc in a plane of order 3 
may be flagged in four distinct ways, the resulting 3-gobos are not com- 
plete. 
We now give an example of a complete (n - I)-arc in a plane of odd 
order n which can be flagged in more than one way. The resulting (n - I)- 
gobos are necessarily complete. Using standard notation, points are 
(x, y, z) in projective plane of order 7 over the Galois field of order 7. 
‘v = ((0, 0, 11, (0, 1, 0, (LO, 11, (1, 1, 11, (5, 6, 11, (6, 5, l>> is a complete 
B-arc. Let & and B, have the following lines in common: x + y = 0, 
_ ^ .) .r ,.nr, 
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x + 22 = 0 and y + 22 = 0. !& also has x + 3y + 52 = 0 and 
x + 5y + 42 = 0. We claim that (‘!J$ 2,) and (!j.J, 9,) are both complete 
6-gobos. 
The following question is open. Given a complete arc ‘& does there 
exist a complete k-gobo whose arc is contained in ‘$3 ? 
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